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And ’all dose I met along da way’



Against the tide
François Matarasso

The challenge of difference

Anyone who approaches Bill Ming’s work with open eyes, with an
open heart and mind, will encounter a gifted, original and deeply
serious artist. The work is unusual in today’s contemporary art
scene for its ideas, aesthetics, techniques and, not least, its ap-
proachability. There are pieces, like Old School, with the boy sitting
at his desk, or the Caribbean landscape of Antilles Reflections, that
are immediately recognisable. The blues singer in the doorway of
One Room Country Shack seems to hold an intriguing story. It is
easy to respond to the colour, the figurative elements and the hu-
mour. There are many immediately appealing aspects to this work.
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First impressions

I met Bill Ming in 1982, when I visited a studio he had in an old
canal-side warehouse that Newark District Council was renting to
artists. My first sight of his work was in this big, chilly top-floor
space: twisting, dancing figures, oddly flattened as if they had not
been allowed the space to be fully themselves. There were also
beautiful horses’ heads, chewing or kissing each other. I’d seen the
horses that inspired them in a nearby field, and I felt I understood
what the artist was doing. Those sculptures have lodged in my
mind’s eye for three decades, though I can’t picture the work of any
other artist I saw in that building.

Art doesn’t have to be approachable, of course. Some of what I
have come to value most once seemed bizarre, hostile or just dull,
and it has taken time and patience for my appreciation to grow.
Bill’s work does reward time and patience—I still make discoveries
in pieces I’ve known for 15 or 20 years—but it is often welcoming
at first sight. It does not show off or say how much cleverer the
artist is than the viewer. It says hello. Stop a minute. What are you
thinking?

Some of that is surface: the carefully worked forms, the glowing yet
subtle colours, the layers of texture. It is often beautiful, even when
dealing in ugly realities. Sometimes it is representational. Blue
skies, white shutters, pink walls. Palm trees. Faces; hands; animals.
The sea. Fishes and boats. But even when it is not, the materials
and the skill with which they have been worked root each piece in
a serious present that eschews gimmicks. It looks good, so you
want to keep looking at it.

It is often humorous, or strange. A grown man in a high chair. A
woman on a delivery bicycle, with a boy in the basket.. But the wit
is never cruel and when there is irony, it is because the artist has
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Keep looking, though, and layers emerge beneath the attractive
surfaces. There are visual and intellectual connections within each
piece, and with other works of art—his own and those of Western
and non-Western artistic traditions; to history, faith and politics; to
old films, songs and world myths; to fundamental human experi-
ences of love, fear, loneliness, hope and suffering. All life is here, 
it seems, in all its colours and complexity. And, on each return the
meanings of these sculptures and collages reform themselves, 
enriching and changing the encounter.

However, the qualities that make Bill Ming’s work both approach-
able and rewarding are not very fashionable in today’s art world.
Accessibility, humour, political and moral complexity, visual appeal,
respect for traditions, humble materials, lack of pretension and
craft are all out of favour. Indeed, according to some theories, they
are clear signs of ideological deviance. Such disrespect for critical
norms risks a kind of artistic banishment, like the internal exile the
Soviet Union used to inflict on dissidents.

Bill himself sees darker sides to the reception of his work, and it is
true the European art world struggles with the distinctive experi-
ence of black artists from its former colonies. Their ethics and
ideas, their sensibility and aesthetics, are often different. But they
are not less sophisticated, less important or less valid. Indeed, their
very difference should be welcomed as a vital and invigorating test
of fixed ideas.

The undervalued qualities in Bill Ming’s work are intrinsic to its
subversive nature and to the challenge it makes to dominant
forces, inside and outside the art world. This is art that invites the
viewer to think as well as feel, to decide as well as smile, and to 
ask some uncomfortable questions about the way the world is—
and why.
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seen it in the paradoxes of experience. It is not a protective, post-
modern device to distance or alienate the viewer. Whatever else
might be said about this work, it invites dialogue.

Defending the possibility of interpretation

Take an early piece like Only Defendin’. It looks straightforward
enough: ten or eleven shields hanging at the height they would be
if people were carrying them. But there are no people. Short chains
are suspended above. There are some (clubs?) among the shields.
At the front, ‘at first sight’, are a couple of shields that look African,
or perhaps a European idea of African. Behind and around them
are square, industrial-looking panels (canvasses?) and on each side
a piece of golden corrugated metal, its corners cut.

Do they define the edge of an alley, blocked by this wall of shields,
or are they improvised defences pulled from a fence? Who is being
attacked and who is defending? Are the two Africans being chased
or surrounded? Or are they leading? Whose backs are to the wall?
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Are the chains weapons or restraints? Or do they suggest the
strength in unity that people find when they stand their ground 
together, only defendin’?

For Bill, there is a specific experience behind this installation, which
he made as student at Maidstone Art College: ‘It’s my ritual space.
I had to defend myself, my right to be there as a student. I used
the canvas as a way of absorbing information. The arms of the
shields were made of sponge—again trying to absorb the informa-
tion and yet still trying to defend myself.’

The work arises from his experience, as the only black student on
his course, but beyond that it opens up a complex range of possi-
bilities. There is the same richness of texture and openness to 
interpretation throughout Bill Ming’s work. It is attractive, in the
sense of drawing you towards it. but having achieved that, it
proves much more complex and elusive than it seemed. Hearing
what Bill says about Only Defendin’ brings understanding, but it is
only one way into work that always  remains open to other mean-
ings and questions a viewer may bring.

A modern humanism

The human figure is central to Bill Ming’s work. Over decades he
has produced a series of thin, not quite life size figures, in diverse
positions and situations. They are typically alone. Even when they
are in pairs, as in Beached, or in groups, they seem isolated, as if
the artist does not quite believe in the possibility of reaching 
beyond our selves.

The figures in Still Tryna Spoonfeed Us and Old School imply the
absence of others. Each is a contemporary Everyman (and Every-
woman) representing both itself and all of us. And yet, these sculp-
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morality. Where politics is concerned with current, transitory issues,
morality looks further, to the unchanging laws that (should) guide
human beings in their conduct and relationships. Politics decides
how much the strong can get away with. Morality questions the
legitimacy of their strength. Bill’s work does not shy away from
politics but always approaches it from the deeper, more complex
and more important perspective of morality and ethics.

At first sight, One Room Country Shack seems to represent a 1930s
blues singer and his home. But look closer and you see a white
face. Is this a white man, ‘blacking up’, despite the warning notice
about the corrupting influence of ‘race music’? Or a black artist
who has to disguise himself as white to get a hearing? Why is the
sacred heart of Jesus on the wall behind him, alongside images of
old blues singers and someone who might be a freed slave? This is
unsettling art, full of ambiguities, not superficial posturing.

The people in Bill’s work are from the wrong side of the tracks. He
has neither interest in nor sympathy for those who do well out of
the way in which most societies are run. Instead his attention goes
to those who are maimed in war, as in Bomb in a Baby Carriage.

It’s never Captain Ahab: it’s the sailors shipwrecked by his mad
pursuit of Moby Dick. It’s not the famous figurehead; it’s the forgot -
ten fallen. Is that a vulture who is occasionally seen perching on a
drowning sailor’s paper hat, waiting for the end? Or an imperial
eagle?

The sea is a principal theme in Bill Ming’s work: he was born on an
island and first left it to work as a cook on a liner, feeding the float-
ing hundreds. In his sculpture, the sea is a world of beauty, pleas-
ure and discovery, but also of disorientation, displacement and
exploitation. Bill has an abiding concern with international trade in
commodities and the price paid by those who produce them or—
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tures are also deeply personal. They speak of lived moments and
echo powerful feelings the artist has known and been marked by.

It is also significant—and challenging to a European art world
whose ideas of human beauty were shaped by Classical Greece—
that these figures are clearly not modelled on white Caucasians.
Although their formal aesthetic is closer to Expressionism that
Realism, it is evident that they are from the Global South: Africans,
Americans or islanders perhaps. Their complex colouring evokes
both the troubles that visualising race has brought the modern
world and the pride that those oppressed by it have found in the
very ideas used to stigmatise them. Unlike metal, this wood is soft
and warm to the touch. It bruises and burns; it can be cut. It also
glows with every colour of blackness.

Among my own favourites of the standing figures is a series that
was first exhibited at Islington Art Factory in London in 1996.
Mostly solitary, these lean figures were cut and scarred, their
wounds sometimes stitched with rows of tiny nails that brought to
mind the loading plans of 18th century slavers’ ships. Around their
feet were pebbles, stones, sand. They stared ahead like ghosts,
making no eye contact. They summoned up the Africans who had
died on the Middle Passage of the Slave Trade and been flung
overboard unceremoniously, as perished cargo. Britain has a fine
memorial to the animals who have died in war, but there is still no
national memorial to the millions of Africans forcibly taken across
the Atlantic to slavery, torture and death by British businessmen.

Politics and morality

These histories and their contemporary consequences resonate
throughout Bill Ming’s work, which is, in the best sense, profoundly
moral. It’s worth making a distinction here between politics and
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This poor meal is, in its way, another last supper, another sacrifice.
Tt is the consequence of violence, oppression and injustice that is
represented, not the more questionably dramatic act. The work’s
allusions and emotional imagery offer no simplistic answers.

In dialogue with the tradition

The religious imagery in Hands Across the Table is just one aspect
of how Bill Ming’s work situates itself within art’s complicated tradi-
tions. He draws inspiration from and refers to the classical Western
canon, the black American artists he encountered as a young man,
the diverse African and Native American artistic traditions he has
discovered since and last, but by no means least, the hybridity of
the Atlantic and Caribbean crossroads where all these ideas, prac-
tices and aesthetics meet.

In Bomb in a Baby Carriage, for instance, you might find echoes of
the American installation artist, Edward Keinholz, African wood-
carving, William Morris, the blues, Graham Greene and even Mary
Poppins, in restless dialogue with a composition and ideas unique
to the artist. There are good sides to globalisation, even if they
don’t make the rich richer.

Bill Ming has suffered from some condescending and ignorant
reactions to his work: ‘A black man carving wood figures? Ethnic
craft at best—and you can get the real stuff cheaper from any
market in Nairobi’. But his use of wood, among other materials, is a
respectful acknowledgement of aesthetic and cultural practices
often disregarded by the West except when ‘discovered’ by an
accepted genius like Picasso. Bill makes wood speak for the
peoples whose roots he acknowledges in his own identity, and
adds to that tradition with an intercultural dialogue that could not
have been made a moment earlier than now.
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in the case of slavery—those people who were themselves desig-
nated as goods. It is evoked in the seed corn spilled (or eaten) in
the college piece, Sower n Seed/Yield, and in the coffee beans and
used cartridges in his exhibition at the Bluecoat, during his tenure
as Henry Moore Sculpture Fellow in Liverpool. Other realities of
globalisation appear throughout the work.

Hands Across the Table is a key example where a family, a holy
trinity of poverty, share a single fishbone for their meal. Visible
from the window, the lovely blue sea has been emptied by a
factory ship like a huge machine, a floating car or even Godzilla’s
head. These hands stretch across the sea to take, not to give. 
On the wall is a reproduction of Trevor Nickolls’ painting, From
Dreamtime 2 Machinetime (1981) whose composition is echoed 
in Hands Across the Table, as questions about the industrial
exploitation of nature also echo between the two works.

But the piece also makes reference to the religious imagery that
often connects Bill’s work with the European art of the past: a cup
has been upset, its wine spilling across the table like a bloodstain.
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Bill talking about his work at Lady Bay Open Studios
Nottingham 2003
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Bill’s work is also in an intriguing dialogue with itself. Sculptures
that stay in his studio too long are liable to be reworked into some-
thing else, or cut up altogether to become part of a new piece. I
have a pencil drawing of some of the great blues singers (itself 
inspired by Paul Oliver’s The Story of the Blues book and LP) small
reproductions of which appear in Bomb in A Baby Carriage and
One Room Country Shack.

In some artists the whole body of their work becomes a coherent
artwork in itself. Each piece is like a short story in a collection that
traces a complete human life. There is exceptional consistency in
Bill Ming’s art, from early college work to pieces he is making
today, perhaps because his chance at being an artist came later
than most and after varied and sometimes painful life experience.
That is one reason why parts of an old sculpture can be successfully
reworked into a new one. There is great diversity in Bill’s work, as
well intellectual and aesthetic development, but it is always 
anchored in the artist’s singular and compelling vision.

It is for these reasons, among others, that I describe Bill Ming’s
work as gifted, original and serious. It is deeply rewarding: funny,
beautiful, humane, angry, clever, ambiguous, instructive—the list
really could go on. He has not won the Turner Prize, but he sees
that as a badge of honour. He has won the respect of thousands 
of people, of all cultures, colours and ages. That too is a badge 
of honour.

François Matarasso is a freelance writer, community artist and researcher
who has worked extensively in the UK and abroad. His most recent book,
Bread and Salt, is a collaboration with Bill Ming and was published by
Vrede van Utrecht (Netherlands) in June 2013.



From ship to shore
Bill Ming

Elliot School

At primary school, I was one of those shy kids who couldn’t talk
much, but everything I saw, I drew. My inspiration mostly came
from American comics—drawing cowboys and Indians and making
things for the kids in the neighbourhood. At certain times of the
year like Christmas or Easter, the teacher would call me out from
assembly and I felt like the chosen one. She’d get me to draw on
the blackboard—rabbits at Easter, Santa Claus and all that, and
maps in Bible Studies. I was the go-to guy. It really gave me some
kind of confidence. Everything else I just wasn’t very good at. but
art was always my number one thing.

I got in a lot of trouble though, because I used to take objects
apart or break things up around the house to see what made them
tick. My old man really used to come down on me for it. Later, I
found out that he was a frustrated artist himself. His old man got
him to do chores around the farm. The work came first: creativity
was not encouraged.

I didn’t expect anything would come of my talent—in fact, I saw it
as a curse because it got me in trouble. Anyway, Bermuda was one
of those places where you hardly saw any black artists. There were
token ones showing in town but it was mainly the white people
showing their wares on the street and in gallery venues.
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I went to the Old Elliot School. I found out later it was built by 12 freed
slaves to educate their children. Today it’s a scheduled historic building.
I liked what the archeologist who did a study of it had to say about the
place:

‘The standing schoolhouse is a testament to the hope these men and
their families had for the future, in the years following Emancipation—
the building is also the site of many a child’s introduction to the power
of literacy and learning, well into the 20th century. It is also an artifact of
the years of racial segregation and the efforts made by many individu-
als to overcome its obstacles.’

From ‘Archaeology of the Old Elliot School’ by Anna Agbe-Davies, 
© Old Elliot School Trust 2001
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Claustrophobia at the Tech

We all took this 11-Plus exam, but only a few of the guys passed. It
was for a new school called the Technical Institute. My brother and
I passed, but I was put in a higher grade than him. That blew me
away. I couldn’t understand it. He was the clever one, I thought,
the golden child. The other guys went to other schools. A few
stopped speaking to me for a while, but things sorted themselves
out gradually; we were all from the same neighbourhood.

The Tech was fine for the first year. I was doing quite well, accord-
ing to my reports. But somehow being in a class of strangers
brought feelings of isolation, even paranoia. It wasn’t too bad at
first, but gradually the confines of the classroom overwhelmed me.
I felt constricted in this crowded box. The word claustrophobia
hadn’t entered my vocabulary yet, but that’s what it was. I just
stopped going to school.

Instead I made a hideout in the bushes back up from our house,
where I’d sit all day and draw pictures. I cried a lot; I was unable to
talk about it to anyone, so just suffered in silence. I don’t remember
how long I played truant but it became intolerable.  I came home
early one day and my mum said, ‘You’re early aren’t you?’ I just
broke down muttering, ‘I’m too dumb to go to school’. Later, at Art
School, I wrote a poem about those times; it includes these lines:

I got da power
but lack da push
got a compass
but no ship
You see da Captain has my soul
and dreams just won’t quit…

From ‘No way out’ (1972)

Every time we came back from church, my mum had this ritual, ‘Got to
photograph’, because somehow we were going to disappear or some-
thing. Here we are trying to be the Shirelles. I’m saying, ‘Let me get out
of here’, because I hate photographs. So there I am, miserable.
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a job as an offset printers’ mate. At that time in Bermuda, black
people didn’t have access to the ‘better’ jobs. Bermuda was still
segregated so white people could exploit their position if they
wanted. I was the youngest, newest kid in the works and although
the owner of the company was a nice man, my immediate boss felt
he could humiliate or bully me with a free hand.

But I kept drawing, making things and writing. My co-worker
Neville became a good friend and mentor. We worked together on
lyrics for songs that we’d send to America to try to get published.
We had a contract for one called The Fish: I still have that contract
somewhere. Neville asked me to join his doo-wop group, the Key
Notes, but I was too shy. Instead, I designed logos for their jackets.
I was also designing posters and T-shirts.

It was 1959 or 1960 when Bermudians really came together. We
had a boycott of the theatres. Before that you couldn’t sit just
anywhere in a theatre. They had black seats and white seats.
Restaurants: black seats, white seats. Hotels: black rooms; white
rooms. At the City Hall in Hamilton you had go in the back door if
you were black.

Thirty five years later, in 1994, I had my exhibition Homecomin’ at
the National Gallery, which is now in City Hall. At the private view, I
said to the audience ‘We are coming in the front door tonight,
people’. There were maybe 200 people there and everybody
called out ‘Yeah!’ Yes, man, that night I was on fire. I read poetry
and I told the people, ‘Yes, it’s the front door tonight, people’.

Anyway, the theatre boycott in 1959 saw the start of desegregation
and over the coming years other barriers were also broken down,
until eventually Bermuda schools were finally desegregated in
1965. But in Bermuda, as in the USA, racial tensions ran high dur-
ing this time. There were riots in 1965, 1967 and again in 1977,
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Years later I asked my mum, ‘Did anything out of the ordinary hap-
pen to me when I was a child?’ She said that if she was carrying me
in her arms inside the house, I would start gasping for air and she
had to rush outdoors so I could catch my breath. At least I knew
this shit wasn’t all on me.

Working my passage

When I dropped out of school my old man asked ‘Well, do you
want to grow up to dig ditches?’ I did some of that, but then I got

My old man and I had a bet. I told him that I could build a boat without
a plan, and he laughed. I said, ‘Okay. If I build this boat, you’ve got to
buy the motor for it’. Sure enough, I did it, and he bought a Johnson
motor. The boat was called The Sharkster from a Batman film. This was
in 1967 or 1968. My good friends in the boat were Gene Aulboy (engi-
neer) and Fluffy Daniels (co-pilot). The Sharkster brought a lot of people
together— we’d have a barbecue and party around the boat on a Sun-
day. Years later, when I made the Memorial for those Lost At Sea, I had
to add the name of Bull Swan, who always used to help us get the
Sharkster down to the beach. 
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for four years, on and off. I learned everything on the job. We were
in New York every week. During the winter we’d go on to Florida,
and then do a Caribbean cruise, all through the islands and South
America. Finally a refit in Liverpool, England.

Throughout this period I was drawing or doing collage in my spare
time and I was looking at magazines like Ebony, Jet—Black Ameri-
can magazines. I became aware of a few black artists and I started
to work in my old man’s garage, painting the walls because seeing
those black artists just inspired me. But by 1971, I had decided to
go back to school.

22 sq mls n education runs outta
lan…n goes abroad…

from ‘Bermuda’ (1979)

England

I arrived in the UK in October 1971. At Heathrow Airport, I said to
the immigration officer ‘I am here to study, to get into a college’.
But I had no letter offering me a place to study. So they took me to
the backroom boys. They harassed me for about two and half or
three hours—I can’t remember. I just lost all sense of time. It was
like those old crime films when an interrogator shines a light in the
suspect’s face: ‘You want a cigarette? No! You’re not getting a
cigarette’. I wondered if they thought a black guy wanting an
education was a dangerous thing. Finally, they gave me a month 
to find a college or get the hell out.

My journey took me from Essex, to Derby and Nottingham and it
took some time to get anyone to listen, let alone accept me as a
student. Phones were slammed down in my ear; I had no qualifica-
tions. It was soul destroying but I stood firm—well, perhaps a little
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when British troops were sent in to restore order. I wrote about
those times years later in a poem:

I remember flame lit skies
cocktails made not for drinkin’
as my thoughts raced while …sittin’
on a distant hill …
talkin’ to myself

From ‘Riot Nights in Urban Images’ (1978)

Queen of Bermuda

But in 1963, before desegregation, I was thinking, ‘There’s got to
be more to life than this’. Every day, eating my lunch—‘Mr De Graff
Beef Pies’, the best in the island—on the dockside, I’d be watching
the Queen of Bermuda. My friend Toots and I decided to sign on. I
didn’t tell my old man till I was leaving. I just wanted to see some
of the world out there. I was soup cook on the Queen Of Bermuda

A mural painted on a bed sheet for a stage show in Bermuda in 1971
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everything. I seemed to be singled out for a special ‘face off’. I
remember them taking my sketch books, reading out my poetry
and laughing their asses off.

One of the tutors who has since become an art star wrote, ‘Bill’s
work is alright but I look forward to re-meeting him when he
accepts the culture that surrounds him.’ I questioned him about this
report and he laughed in my face, as if it was some bloody joke.

I was creating things related to my heritage, using plants, looking
at food like rice, beans and cacti. When I learned that Picasso used
African art, I thought, hell—I might as well go directly to the
source. I was using my background because it felt the most natural
option: everyone else was into Eurocentric stuff.
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shaky: I’m not sure. Eventually, although Trent Polytechnic said I
was not qualified for their Art Foundation Course, they said ‘there’s
a little place called Mansfield College who’ll take in anyone…’.

Mansfield College

I phoned for an appointment and arrived to find the Principal, Mr
Johnson, was in a meeting. So I waited. I feared this was another
tactic, just keeping me waiting. In the end, it got late and I decided
to head back to the station but, as I turned to leave, I heard a voice
behind me shouting, ‘Mr Ming, Mr Ming, are you the chap from
Bermuda?’ I looked round at this little bearded guy, hand out-
stretched and apologising. He liked the artwork I’d brought from
Bermuda, but he couldn’t be sure that I’d done it myself. So I was
given a week’s trial: I had to set up an easel in the corner of the
classroom and paint a still life. At the end of the week I was in.

It was tough fitting in at first: new people, new customs, but I man-
aged. Years later Mr Johnson was best man at my wedding.

I spent five years at Mansfield College. Without any qualifications I
couldn’t go anywhere else. So I did O and A Levels in Sociology,
English Language, English Literature and, of course, Art. In fact I
was doing everything at once. But I was ecstatic at receiving these
qualifications. I could finally move on to a degree course in Art.

Maidstone College of Arts

I was at Maidstone College of Arts from 1976 to 1979. The tutors,
particularly these young guys from London, would go to the pub
lunchtimes and have a belly full of beer and then do a tutorial.
They’d give the students a hard time about their work, about

This is my space when I started at Mansfield. I was studying graphic de-
sign then advertising. The portrait is my girlfriend’s son.
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‘Art is crazy activity that keeps me sane’

I started to do some woodcarving there, but the tutors ridiculed my
attempts. Most of the students were into conceptual art, and
woodcarving was depicted as primitive.

One day I tried to get materials from the college stores to do weld-
ing, but they were shut. ‘Okay,’ I said to myself, ‘let’s say this is an
island. What do I want on this island? Look around, see what’s out
there.’ I went to the back of the building, where past students dis-
carded materials and began dragging this detritus into my work
space. Everybody looked at me and I suspect they all thought,
‘Bill’s gone off, he’s lost it.’
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I was the only black guy in the place and I had to fight my corner
and defend my ‘ritual space’. I said, ‘You’re telling me these things
and yet here you are, you know nothing about me, my history or
culture’. I was older than most of these guys and I had experienced
life outside those ivory towers.

The person I had really positive contact with was Malcolm Poynter,
who was a part time lecturer in the sculpture department. I had
tutorials up in his studio and we would talk about how destructive
these guys were. I sought out people I could relate to as a way to
carry on with my work. In the English department they welcomed
me and gave me guidance, but to the sculpture department I was
just aggressive and uncooperative. The head of the department
called it a ‘cultural clash’.

The Soft Box was a
weathered box with a
soft door partially
opened. The idea was
that it would act as a
medicine cabinet, hous-
ing four masks, black,
white, brown and yel-
low—one to be worn
each day. It was my way
of touching on racial is-
sues and showing that
some people wear
masks to hide their inse-
curities. In contrast
Open Book was about
accepting my vulnera-
bilities and doing things
on my own terms. 
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Art workshops in schools

In the mid-1980s the Arts Council started an initiative called AEMS
(Arts Education for a Multicultural Society). Their idea was to make
connections between schools and the pool of untapped talent:
artists, poets, musicians, storytellers and dancers from different
ethnic and cultural groups in Britain. I felt this was an important
step and artists like me had an opportunity to contribute to nurtur-
ing young minds. We could visit schools and work with children
eager to learn about their own and other cultures.
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I discovered when canvas is left outside, exposed to the elements,
it develops different tones and colourations: blues, greens and
browns. I began making objects with my hands, no tools: just
hands.

Finding my way

After graduation, I moved back to Nottinghamshire, to Newark-on-
Trent, where my wife’s family was. I got a studio in a warehouse by
the river and worked in the British Sugar factory through the winter
to earn enough to do my art the rest of the year.

I was trying to find a way through after art college. I went back to
basics again, which meant finding out what I could do with wood. I
tried to find out more about the craft and meet people who
worked with wood—violinmakers, carvers, furniture makers. I was
taking advice from Stan Wright of Elston Sawmill on what kinds of
timber to use and the techniques of working with sycamore and
lime. I felt an urge to respond to the wood and find out what it
wanted to say or be.

Many exhibition curators see woodcarving as folk art—unsophisti -
cated and naïve, at best. They prefer to see this form of art in
museums rather than in contemporary art galleries. Black art, even
black artists, are seen as curiosities. Over the years, I have made
finished pieces ranging from found objects through to bronze, but
woodcarving has been a constant element of my working practice.
I do feel that some people in the art world have failed to see
beyond my materials and my technique and consequently the work
has not always been understood.

I knew Robert Kiddey by reputation. He was a famous artist in Newark,
who often worked in wood; he exhibited nationally and had sculptures
in the parish church and Southwell Minster. He knew that I was working
down Millgate. Everyday he would come past and look up at my win-
dow, but he never came up. Then one day I looked out and saw him,
and beckoned him to come on up. He was one of those people that
were really interested in African art anyway. He looked at my work, and
we talked about it, just the art. He was a really nice man and that meant
a lot to me.
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As well as woodcarving and mixed media residencies, I led many
mask-making workshops using my knowledge of the Gombey, an
ancient symbol of Bermuda. This folk tradition focuses on the
mask, costumes, and dance deriving from the island’s blend of
African, Native American, Caribbean and British cultures.

I felt we should involve these kids in art at a young age, whether
they be Black, White, Asian, Chinese or any other ethnicity. They
needed positive role models from varied cultural backgrounds and
they could see what we as different kinds of artists could do. This
was a new generation coming up, having the experience of learn-
ing and working alongside us. We were sharing our art, they learnt
from us and we could equally learn from them. We had a great
time in those workshops and sometimes at the end of the week the
pupils wouldn’t let me leave the school.

Over the years there was a great number of artists working on the
circuit, and I was proud to be a part of this illustrious band of cre-
ative people. Through this work I was also able to develop my ex-
perience of teaching and gradually focus my time on working full
time as an artist.

‘Black Art’

There have been times when I participated in ‘Black Art’ exhibi-
tions, but it sometimes seemed it was just an establishment guilt
complex about the neglect of black artists over many years. I also
began to resent the fact that we were being ghettoised by being
shown only with other black artists. We were not seen or acknowl-
edged within a wider field. It allowed the powers that be to say
they supported ethnic minority artists, but the effect was just to
compartmentalize us and so a two-tier system evolved.
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Nadia, François and I did this mural in Newark in the summer of 1985. It
was on the gable end of a house, on one of the main streets and over-
looking a car park. I was there every day, for six months, talking to peo-
ple as they walked by. I learnt a lot about working with people that
summer, and it made me better known in the town. The painting was
about people working alongside a river, floating barges, cargo and
things, children playing. It is very much like a communal thing. I really
enjoyed that, though it was a terrible wall, full of buttresses. But it was a
great experience.
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The private view of Homecomin’ was one of the best nights of my
life. It had taken a lot to persuade my old man to come, and it
meant so much he was there, especially because my mum had
passed away. When I did my speech, I kind of sputtered to a halt
and my cousin put a hand on my shoulder and said ‘Easy Mussey,
easy’, using my Bermudian name, and that’s all I needed, because
my family was supporting me. Once I’d done my talk, everyone ap-
plauded and I just turned round and hugged my old man and my
brother and my sister. People started coming up and saying how
proud they were that I had left Bermuda and done all these things
and it was just humbling. A lot of people leave the island they get
side-tracked but I could come home and show who I am.

A week later the event was acknowledged in the House of Assem-
bly in Bermuda: I got a letter from the MP with the extract of the
speech. And in the years since, my connections with Bermuda have
grown and deepened. My work has been bought by the National
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I am a black artist, but my art goes way deeper than colour. My sto-
ries have many hues, tones and perceptions, physical and spiritual.
I work with the human condition, healing not dealing. I try to work
true to the wood and then, if I’m honest with what’s inside me, the
wood works true to me. It’s direct and straight.

Forty years of art making

In 1993, I had an early morning phone call from my sister in
Bermuda. ‘Guess what? You’re on the cover of the Royal Gazette,
kneeling by one of your sculptures.’ A few weeks earlier, a photog-
rapher had taken some pictures from my exhibition at the Com-
monwealth Institute in London, and they had gone around the
world. Next thing I had a call from the Bermuda National Gallery
saying they were sending someone over to look at my upcoming
show at the Bluecoat in Liverpool.

He came and had a look at everything and reported back. Another
phone call came inviting me to put on a show at the National
Gallery. And then they said it would be opened by the Queen. I
laughed, I thought someone was having a joke, but the voice came
back ‘No, honestly Bill…’ That’s why I called the show Home-
comin’.

Unfortunately, I went to the wrong shipping company: they put
everything in one big box and when they opened the doors in
Bermuda it all just fell out. Fortunately, my work is tough and it
didn’t suffer too much damage. There was one piece called
Reaching Back to go Forward, of a mother and a child, which I
donated to the National Gallery because it said something about
my life and relationship with my home in Bermuda. I’d made it in
Liverpool, which I had first seen from the deck of the Queen of
Bermuda in 1963.

With HM the Queen at the opening of the Homecomin’ solo exhibition,
Bermuda National Gallery, 1994
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Gallery and by private collectors. I’ve made public art pieces, most
recently Against Da Tide, which is outside the HSBC Bank, Front
Street, in Hamilton. The support of Bermuda Art Council and other
institutions has meant a lot to this kid who once drew pictures on
the blackboard of Old Elliot School.

Another high point was meeting the families of those lost at sea,
after the Figurehead memorial was unveiled in St David’s. They
were so pleased with the work, its simplicity and its symbolism.
After the unveiling, there had been a lot of work to do to make the
ground good and lay out the park. We had to wait before the
names could be installed as well, while the ground settled. So
there was a blessing ceremony 12 months after the unveiling, and
that was so moving. I went out with the pilots who bring the ships
in through Two Rock Passage and a priest laid a wreath there on
the water. I shed some tears that day.

Being an artist can be a solitary life—when I’m in the studio I’m
working on my own, though I always have my guides with me. I
would love to find out where my ancestry is really from, whose skills
and visions I have inherited, but I never will. I just work with the
material my ancestors showed me.

My work today is better than it’s ever been. I’m more comfortable
in my skin and so it’s easier to say things about the past, about my
feelings. I’ve got more clarity. My stories are much more rounded
and fulfilling. I cast my net wider and catch influences from much
farther afield, which means that more people can read my work. A
child can see one thing and an adult can find something else, and
they’re both right. Everyone can find their own meanings and sto-
ries and I’m glad because it means the art is doing its work.

The Wall of Respect

This is part of my studio wall. It’s full of different things I’ve been doing,
just messing with—chair legs, bits of wood, bells. There’s a doll from
Africa when I was there in 1997; a mask which I bought from the market
in Soweto. A toy car I found on the road outside my house; marbles
from an old artwork I destroyed; half a drum; a bit of a poster from
some workshops I did in Hyson Green back in 89.

It’s full of all those things that make me what I am—playful yet serious,
colourful as well. It says something about the artist at work or at play.
The whole wall is full of what I love.



A visual logbook

Bill working on Family Circle (detail) 2007



CAN YOU SEE ME NOW? 1990-2006-2013

His head is from an earlier piece called Still Tryna Spoonfeed Us, from about
1990. I reworked it for this piece. They say you carry a torch for someone. I think
if you love something you light it up, you fire it up. I carry a torch for my art.
People talk about the glass ceiling, but sometimes people can’t even get
through the doors. They are on the outside looking in. 

This is about someone who has to strip down naked to be noticed. He’s wearing
a smock with pictures of all these artists he studied, and on his back he has a
satchel of books about them too. He’s got all these, but yet he’s still on the out-
side looking in. He’s saying, ‘Look, can you see me now?’ 
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Bill with fellow sculptor, the late Stan Bullard

We worked together on the Mont Orgueil, Busgros Tower, Prisoner
sculpture commissioned by the Jersey Heritage Trust. 2001-06 A commissioned plaque 2006
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Venus 2008

It’s about looking at Victorian sculptures that hail from Africa. I tried to make it
into a porcelain doll; I used a lot of glues to get that effect. It’s to do with Sarah
Baartman, a woman who was taken from Africa and brought to Europe. She was
exhibited in freak shows and theatres where she used to sing and dance.
Europeans were obsessed by her different shape, especially her derrière.

She died very young and when she died they cut her up and put her in bottles.
They had her in bottles in different museums in France. It was only when Nelson
Mandela became President that he was able to persuade the French
Government to return her remains. She was buried back in South Africa 200
years after she was born. It’s such a sad tale; it’s scary really.



Shed No.9 2008

This was inspired partly by looking at a piece by Anthony Caro called Xanadu
(1986-88), that I saw animals in, and I was working on that idea, but it evolved
into a log book of my time sailing between New York and Bermuda—the sheds,
storage places, cargos. I became interested in how people preserve their food,
so the portholes became food-safes for the fragile human cargo



Shed No.9 (detail) 2008

This is part of ‘Shed No. 9’, after I worked on it again. When I worked on the
ship. I wanted to make a logbook. It’s funny—this little creature here, this little
guy, he has the means to get above things. I was told that things get you down
sometimes, you get tied down so you want to get above and try to clear the air,
so he is holding the ladder. We can do something about certain things we are
into, perhaps trying to escape—we have the means to do that. He is actually
holding escape in his hands, the ladder, to lead him up to a higher part of the
painting, or the building. Or right away from there.
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Picasso created Baboon and Young in 1951 it was inspired by two toy cars which
were given to his son by an art dealer. By placing them together they became
the baboon’s head and the space between them the animal’s mouth.

I used the shape of a car in this picture to form the face of the rider. An African
doll is held in her arm and the figure in the carrier was originally modelled on a
Western styled black doll, before appropriating its own identity. Found objects
including a metal hoop and pieces of previous sculptures make up the riders’
anatomy.

Spreadin’ da news 2007–08

When we were kids, my brother and I used to deliver newspapers. He was
working in a grocery store. I was always in these little carriers and he used to
take us to school as well. It’s about spreading the message. This little kid is
carrying his baton and sending information to different people.

So that vehicle was something to do with letting people see that information is
out there. You’ve just got to go over and get it. We were helping them by
delivering it to them.



But the whole thing also came from an American artist called Edward Kienholz.
In 1964 he did a piece called ‘The Wait.’ It’s a woman sitting in a chair, and she
waited for so long that she has just become skin and bones. I quite liked that as
a starting point, so I used some of that idea.

Bomb in a baby carriage 2007–08

A friend gave me a piece of wood from this old house he was renovating; it had
newspaper stuck on it, underneath the wallpaper. And that’s where the stories of
mustard gas and people coming back injured from the war came up, in that old
newspaper.

This title comes from the Vietnam War, and the Viet Cong. It’s about the women
who ferried the bombs into public areas and just blow people apart, to pieces. It
is about people coming back from war in wheelchairs, and the whole piece spins
on this little point. They are just going round in circles. We don’t seem to learn
from those mistakes. On the side here is a little shield and a part of Africa is on
it, where you can close the shield when the baby is sleeping. He is coming into
the picture: the old guy has come back from war, and this baby has sort of
attached itself.



Beached (detail) 2013Beached (detail) 2013

Studio shot



Da W/eight 2008

In the corner on the right hand side there’s a young person, maybe seven or
eight years old. This is a little kid who is just innocence, looking out at the
viewer. I tried to use parts of African masks on one side of his face, and then I
cut something else to make the eyes. They are just looking at you in innocence.

Above his head is a cameo of a painting by Romare Bearden, called Suzanne at
the Bath (1969). Bearden was one of the artists I discovered at art college who
had a profound effect on me.

In the centre is the same person, 30 years later, with the weight of all these days
combined. I stripped away the skin, and underneath there are emotions and
trauma. I tried to show this with bits of weaponry, letters, numbers. Even just
common things like beads, to say something about the trauma that this guy has
suffered through the years. I’ve changed it a bit since, to make him more
comfortable with his surroundings.

It is almost like a stage setting, with curtains and exits. You step into the picture,
or you step out of it. It kind of works like that for me. A stage story.



Family Circle (detail) 1995–96Da Tattoo Three 2007–2011

Untitled 2002



One room country shack 2009



One room country shack 2009

This started in 2008, with people suffering from the banking crisis, and I just
thought, ‘Everybody has got the blues. Everyone is losing their money.’ People
had all this money, and now are just in poverty. It reminded me of the first crash
in 1929 and the Great Depression. People who’ve lost everything end up living
where they can, in boxcars and shacks, or just a bedroom today.

In the Thirties, in America, there were times when black people were ridiculed,
or they were used like black performers— black people blacked-up. I said, ‘Let’s
make this white guy white-up’, which is quite interesting. There was a poster
that came out in the early Sixties about black music saying, ‘Don’t let your
children listen to this idiotic music.’ But yet here we are: the Rolling Stones, and
the rest of them are still going, still making money.
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Beached (Details) 2013



Beached 2013

I saw The Poor Fisherman by Puvis de Chavannes when I was doing my O levels
and I always loved it because, although it related to my life, it had a surreal,
biblical feel, as if the fish would somehow jump in the boat. The water looks like
sand, and it seemed like a metaphor for a being in a desert and some of that is
in this piece.

The first idea was a man looking at his reflection in water; that became sand,
because we make glass mirrors out of sand. Gradually the story evolved through
stages. I was thinking about playing on the beach in Bermuda, and there
needed to be another figure. So we got two people joined by an umbilical cord,
but as soon as you have two people someone wants to be on the higher ground
so the other person has to be on the lower ground.

This story is never ending because no-one is in charge. People can work
together. They can hold the line.

Beached (Detail) 2013

This is part of a stump. I always thought that when the slaves were waiting for
the big ship to take them to a place where they would probably never come
back there was a stump they would be chained to. So I used the stump as a
place where somebody might leave their mark behind. There are different
pieces of sculpture embedded in it. There are beads again; there are markings.
On top there are quite a lot of nails; each one represents a slave that was there.
I think if I was there that is what I would be doing. I would be leaving a mark
behind because you know in your heart you’re not coming back. The links of the
chain also is part of it: I’d rather be linked up with something.
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Frontispiece for Bread and Salt, Stories of Art and Migration
by François Matarasso 2013Against da Tide 2011–12



‘The search is over, I found me a boat!’
The beginning of Figurehead, For those Lost at Sea Memorial 2008



At the foundry and the casting of Figurehead





Figurehead
In position at Great Head, St David’s, Bermuda. 2006



The Story of 
Wood, Wind and Fire

Andy McKay

Over many years, and in more ways than one, I have travelled
many miles with Bill Ming, sharing highs and lows involving people,
places and ideas. I have seen his anger and frustration about injus-
tice in politics and global issues and come to know his wide-rang-
ing intellect. I have also been entertained by his storytelling and
occasional performances worthy of a stand-up comic—reflecting an
incisive wit which always makes him engaging, if unpredictable,
company.

The story of our interwoven years is partly reflected in my docu-
mentary film, Bill Ming Stories of Wood, Wind and Fire that had its
premiere in the 10th Bermuda International Film Festival on March
18th 2007.  In this biopic, Bill, his past and his work are central, but
there is also the story of his native Bermuda and particularly the
deaths at sea caused by Hurrricane Fabian in 2003. This tragedy
led the government of Bermuda to commission a sculpture by
Bill—Figurehead—the creation of which connects the threads of
the film.

The evening of its premiere was a tense affair, with me concerned
about getting an audience against other festival events and Bill
about baring his soul in his homeland. And then, both of us wor-
ried about public reaction to our portrayal of a story originating in
the grief of relatives for those lost at sea, and some of the relatives
were present at the screening. For me the 15 years of making the
film was converging upon the next hour. For Bill, who had not yet
seen the film, it was the exposition of his entire life.
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the internet/Facebook phenomenon), which connected three dis-
parate social areas of Nottingham by postal service and concluded
with Cognition Control, an exhibition at the Midland Group Gallery
in the early 1970s.

Bill had come to England around two years before we met for the
first time. I was in a Mansfield studio conducting a game of human
chess with foundation students. His engagement with human chess
as an art form was distinctly distant and sceptical, and our subse-
quent conversations about behaviourism and cybernetics were
brief. But, maybe as polar opposites at that point in time, a con-
nection took place.

Bill went on from Mansfield to Maidstone Art College to have cre-
ative dialogues with sculptor Malcolm Poynter, and arguments with
Eurocentric conceptual art tutors about narrative art from cultures
other than their own. Meanwhile, the Principal of Mansfield slowly
discovered that Behavioural Artworks did not always guarantee
foundation students places on object oriented Degree Courses;
Kopinski and I were asked to find alternative employment, which
we did, his in music and mine in film making.

Years flew by and our paths crossed at infrequent intervals. In the
mid 1980s I spent much time making films in the New Cinema
Workshop based at the Midland Group Gallery, Nottingham where
I also saw Bill’s work in a 1986 exhibition Why Scream When You
Can Whisper and enjoyed the narrative humour, his directness and
the scale of his figures. Later we discovered we were both living in
the nearby town of Newark, whose notable market place brings the
joy of accidental meetings with familiar faces. There, sometime in
late 1992, I heard the vaguely familiar tones of Bill’s voice behind
me and we began a conversation that would take us on a far-reach-
ing journey together.
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During the screening there were a few clues to the response,
laughter in all the right places as well as occasional murmurs, a few
gasps and much potent silence. But as the film concluded with
evocative music, sunset on the bronze monument and then the 
Atlantic Ocean, the names of more than 70 Bermudians lost at sea
scrolled over, there was a deafening silence. In that fragment of
time we both wondered what we’d done, or perhaps not done.
Then, an unforgettable eruption as the audience clapped, shouted
and cheered in a seemingly endless standing ovation.

The effect on Bill was instant tears and, exceptionally for him,
speechlessness. The first effect upon me was momentary panic as I
approached the stage for a Q&A, wondering how we would ever
be able to handle the questions, which, in truth, became a deluge
of compliments that continued into the night.

The later effect on me was a longer lasting puzzlement. I have seen
many films and made a fair few, but this one evoked such unself -
conscious appreciation and emotion, affecting the Bermudian
audience so deeply that I was left wondering how it had all come
to be. At a later screening, the chief police officer who led the
investigations into the Hurricane Fabian deaths said to me that I
had actually made “a piece of Bermudian history”, something
which could not have happened had I never set eyes on Bill and, in
a rash moment, taken up our adventure in 1994.

Our journeys first converged way back in 1973 when the enlight-
ened Principal of a provincial Mansfield Art College believed that
the excessively traditional work of his foundation students lacked
experience of new contemporary movements in art. Thus he em-
ployed two recent fine art graduates from nearby Nottingham
Trent Polytechnic; one was Jan Kopinski, now a world-renowned
jazz saxophonist; I was the other. We had both recently completed
a Behavioural Art Project Minformation (in its day, a forerunner of
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Despite all this he was clearly proud that the Homecomin’ exhibi-
tion, opened by HM The Queen, was so well received by both his
people and the establishment alike. The enfant terrible, who had
left the Rock a disenchanted angry young man, felt he was return-
ing home on his own terms, with his messages embodied in his
own creative forms. The identification that his people had with
these messages and what historian Cyril Packwood described as
artwork ‘rooted in Bermudian history’ and ‘the black experience’
made everything more clearly defined.

We returned to the UK on a high, and much to our relief secured
some funding for the film from Nottinghamshire New Artworks. I
filmed in Bill’s studio and with Malcolm Poynter deconstructing
some of the themes of Bill’s artwork at a Derby Museum and Art
gallery exhibition ‘Bill Ming—Sculptures and Drawings’ in June
1994. Finally, the film seemed to be taking shape with the thread
of the Nottingham commission to be used as the story gluing to-
gether the other elements. And then—nothing. Politics intervened
and the Nottingham commission was cancelled after local elections
and cutbacks, to progress no more.

We declared a strategic pause on the film, floating several other
ideas over time including one of filming a roots trip to Africa, which
we tried to get the South Bank Show to finance. ‘Without a con-
temporary storyline it won’t work’, I said, and we both returned to
other work and projects.

On Friday 5th September 2003, 120mph winds hit Bermuda in the
form of Hurricane Fabian, wreaking havoc and causing four deaths.
The following year a campaign grew to persuade the Bermudian
government to finance a public art memorial to the dead, and later
it became linked to all those lost at sea in previous years. The com-
mission was competitive, open to Bermudians and Bill’s design
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Bill was having a good year. He had been awarded the first Henry
Moore Sculpture Fellowship at Liverpool John Moores University
and a 1993 Bluecoat Gallery exhibition. He had an exhibition for
1994 at Bermuda’s National Gallery—Homecomin’—and a commis-
sion by Nottingham City for a public sculpture in bronze. ‘We
should film it’, I glibly said, not expecting that this would take the
next 15 years. I visited his Bluecoat exhibition with its more elusive
and political narrative work, I blagged a favour to get a film crew
into the Nottingham City commissioning meeting and used my
credit card to finance my one man filming trip to Bermuda for
Homecomin’. Not knowing then where the film’s funding would
ever come from or who would want to see it, years later I would
come to appreciate this leap of faith.

I arrived in Bermuda for the first time in 1994, after long hours fly-
ing and the time difference had made an almost never ending day.
Immediately, there was a wedding party for Bill and I to attend, and
for me a baptism into Bermuda’s national drink the Dark ‘n’ Stormy,
a cocktail of rum and ginger beer, that was pleasurable and next to
lethal. Later, with his childhood buddy Pumpkin at the wheel, we
sped through the landscape and culture of Bermuda filming any-
thing and everything. Bill’s childhood haunts, his past life as a sea-
man, the ports, the fishermen, Bermuda’s history with the eminent
historian Cyril Packwood, ex-fortress Bermuda, and paradise by the
ocean.

Yet as the days went by other undercurrents began to emerge,
mostly from the divided, colonial Bermuda of his early years. Out-
side the National Gallery building there was a tirade of his anger. In
his childhood, black people had to use the back door to visit the
gallery where the sculpture belonged to the establishment, and
bathing beaches still had their black side and their white side. I
began to understand his childhood experience and why he had
wanted to leave the Rock for an art education in England.
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journeys on an ever-shrinking but paradoxically more complex
globe. These are significant elements in Bill’s body of work, which
is much more about universal injustices in the present when it
might seem to be about the past. There is raw emotion in his
alchemy of ideas, together with a beguiling mischief and a humour
that makes people want to see and hear his stories. I have seen this
happen across different ages, societies and cultures on many occa-
sions. His capacity to affect people so directly with his art is a fun-
damental and powerful phenomenon.
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won. Some 13 years after it had begun, a central core for the film
emerged from such tragic events.

Now with Government of Bermuda finance, a further two years of
filming followed the creative process through design, crafting, carv-
ing, mould making and to the dramatic bronze casting at the Essex
foundry. Both Bill and I believed that showing the evolution of
these intricate stages in the film was fundamental to audience ap-
preciation of his artistic process. I returned to Bermuda to film Bill’s
supervision of its installation. Unveiled by HRH Prince Andrew in a
ceremony filled with emotion from bereaved relatives, the 20-foot
bronze memorial, Figurehead, now stands high on the cliff top
looking out to sea from St. David’s Head.

It is the first piece of public artwork funded by Bermuda’s govern-
ment. It cements Bill into Bermuda’s history, and brings his restless
past some equilibrium. The story had come full circle and that was
clearly one of the reasons the premiere of the film had such an im-
pact. There had been days of frustration, delays and panics but
also there were moments of great emotion and healing. I had wit-
nessed a fascinating conflation of events; it was extremely moving
and it always will be unforgettable.

After our adventures and as a now long-standing friend, my opin-
ions of Bill’s work are hardly likely to be objective. But it could be
said I have experienced a great deal of his work by proxy—through
the eyes of others interviewed whilst making the film. I have con-
cluded that whatever I might personally enjoy in the visual ele-
ments of colour, light, scale or form of his artwork, there is much
else it has made me think about.

This includes the powerful forces of one’s own cultural past, my
own Scots ancestry included, which might account for what we do
and say about events; and the parallels in the present during our

Andy McKay is an artist and film maker. He has long standing experience
of media production and visual arts as an independent artist, writer, direc-
tor, producer and as an advocate for the development of visual arts and
the independent film sector in the UK. He is currently working in his
Newark studio on several abstract digital works and is a Principal Lecturer
in Media Production at the University of Lincoln.
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Past exhibitions

Solo

2013 Out of Da Wood New Art Exchange, Nottingham

2011 Sculpture, paintings and collages HSBC Bank, 
Hamilton, Bermuda

2009 Sculpture and Collage Galerie, Newark-on-Trent

2005-06 From Ship to Shore National Gallery, Hamilton, Bermuda

2004 Voices From Da Wood EMACA, The Art Exchange Gallery,
Nottingham

1999 Da Spoken Wood Hourglass Gallery, Hebden Bridge

1996 Stories From Da Wood II Angel Row Gallery, Nottingham

1996 Stories From Da Wood I Islington Arts Factory, London

1995 Untitled Portsmouth Arts Centre

1994 Homecomin’ National Gallery, Hamilton, Bermuda

1994 City Art Gallery Derby

1993 Bluecoat Gallery Liverpool

1993 Commonwealth Institute London

1989 Mappin Gallery Sheffield

1987 City Museum & Art Gallery Birmingham
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2003 In Memoriam Anne Prater commissioned by the Unique
Coffee Bar, Newark.

2000 Winston's Tortoise for W.R. Lewis, musician & storyteller

1999 Discovery Table for The National Trust, Belton House,
Lincolnshire

1997 Bobo Birds Belle Vue Primary School, Wordsley, West
Midlands

1994 Craft Box Angel Row Gallery, Nottingham

1993 Looking out for you Moat Community College,
Leicestershire

1988 Paging the Oracle Beaumont Leys Library, Leicester

1985 Appletongate Mural (with Nadia Nagual and François
Matarasso), Newark

Teaching and community projects

2005 Jumbled Globe Dunkirk School, Nottingham

1998 Soweto Schools Project South Africa.

1992-93 Henry Moore Fellow John Moores University, Liverpool

1991-92 Visiting lecturer, Norton College, Sheffield

1986-88 Part-time lecturer at Leicester Polytechnic and
Loughborough College of Art

since 1983 Numerous sculpture and art workshop programmes in
schools, colleges, prisons and community centres in
England, Wales and in Bermuda.
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1986 Midland Group Gallery Nottingham

earlier Africa Centre London & Crucible Theatre, Sheffield

Group

2011 Bermuda Biennial Bermuda National Gallery

2009 32N/64W, A REVELATION Masterworks Gallery, Bermuda

2009 Africa 53 Cooper Gallery and The Gallery @ The Civic,
Barnsley

1998 The Secret Museum Nottingham Castle Museum & Gallery

1997-98 Reclaiming the Crown New York, USA

1996 Gracefields Art Centre Dumfries, Scotland

1995 The Caribbean Connection Islington Arts Factory, London

1991 Carving in Colour Rufford Country Park Gallery, Notts.

1989 The Cutting Edge Manchester City Gallery

1989 Kasoyo Midland Arts Centre, Birmingham

Commissions

2010-2011 Against da Tide public art sponsored by HSBC (Bermuda)

2004-2006 Figurehead For Those Lost at Sea, Commissioned by
Bermuda Government

2006 Barnby Road School Mural Newark-on-Trent

2001-2006 Mont Orgueil, Busgros Tower commissioned by the Jersey
Heritage Trust. 
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34 Bill working on Family Circle (detail) 1995/6
(Warwick Baggaley)

36 CAN YOU SEE ME NOW? (Detail) 2009–12
37 CAN YOU SEE ME NOW? 2009–12

38 Antilles Reflections 2011 (Nadia Ming)

39 Angle Street 2011 (Nadia Ming)

40 Bill with fellow sculptor, the late Stan Bullard
(Nadia Ming)

41 Bill with a commissioned plaque 2006 (François Matarasso)

42 Takin’ it to da river (Detail) 2007
43 Takin’ it to da river (Detail) 2007

45 Venus 2008 (Nadia Ming)

46 Shed No. 9 (Detail) 2008
47 Shed No. 9 2008
48 Shed No. 9 (Detail) 2008.
49 Shed No. 9 (Detail) 2008

50 Lettus Shield 2003 (Nadia Ming)

51 Overseer 2003 (Nadia Ming)

52 Spreadin’ da news 2007–08
53 Spreadin’ da news 2007–08 (Nadia Ming)

54 Bomb in a baby carriage (Detail)
55 Bomb in a baby carriage 2007–08

56 Studio shot
Beached (Detail) 2013

57 Beached (Detail) 2013

58 Da W/eight 2008
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Image credits

All photographs taken by Bartosz Kali, 2013, except as stated, and used
with kind permission of the photographers.

Frontispiece Reachin’ Back (Nadia Ming)

Dedication Bill Ming in his studio 2013

3 Bill Ming in his studio 2013

6 Only Defendin’ 1978 

10 Hands Across the Table 2004 (Nadia Ming)

13 Bill talking about his work at Lady Bay Open Studios
Nottingham 2003 (unknown)

14 Old Elliot School, Bermuda 2009 (Nadia Ming)

17 Tinti, Sharon and Mussey (Sedelle Ming)

18 The Sharkster (Collective)

20 Stage cloth mural on a bed sheet (Bill Ming)

23 Bill Ming at Mansfield College (unknown)

24 Maidstone College, 1978 (Joe O’Brien)

25 Soft Box/Open Book (unknown)

27 Bill Ming and Robert Kiddey 1983 (Nadia Ming)

28 Appletongate Mural, 1985 (François Matarasso)

31 With HM the Queen at the Opening of the 
Homecomin' solo exhibition, Bermuda National Gallery,
1994 (Neville Trott)

33 The Wall of Respect 2013 (currently on 34)
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Thanks to

Malcolm Poynter for his stance on life/art, François Matarasso for
believing, Carol Crowe ‘we can make it work’, Andy McKay for the
film, Bartosz Kali for the beautiful photos, Nadia Ming for all da
work, Dave Everitt who put it all together and Bermuda Arts 
Council for their support.

www.billming.com
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59 Da W/eight (Detail) 2013
Da W/eight (Detail) 2013

60 Untitled 2002 (François Matarasso)

60 Da Tattoo Three 2007–2011 (Nadia Ming)

61 Family Circle (detail) 1995/6 (Andy McKay)

62–64 One room country shack 2009
65 One room country shack (Detail), 2009

66 Beached (Detail) with Takin’ it to da river behind
67 Beached (Detail) with One room country shack behind
68–71 Beached (Detail) 2013

72 CAN YOU SEE ME NOW? (Detail) 2009-12

73 Old School (Detail) 2013. (Andy Lindley)

74 Against da Tide 2011–12 (unknown)

75 For Bread and Salt, Stories of Art and Migration 2013

76–77 The beginning of Figurehead, For those Lost at Sea
Memorial 2008 (François Matarasso)

78–80 At the foundry and the casting of Figurehead
(Laurence Ismay)

80–81 At the foundry and the casting of Figurehead
(François Matarasso)

82–83 Figurehead In position at Great Head, St David’s,
Bermuda 2006 (Nadia Ming)

84 Bill Ming: Stories of Wood, Wind and Fire 2007
(poster by Andy McKay)

92 Bill Ming in his studio 1982 (unknown)

Endpaper Blues Heroes 1981




